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centuries. While the enterprising European could
produce wealth from mines, forests or farms anywhere
in the world, trade in these products was a relatively
“thin” market in terms of demand due to its relatively
small and stable consumer base.
The economic push provided by maritime
trade, as wide as it was, was soon to be supplanted in
a relatively short time by a far more powerful and
richer force in the form of the Industrial Revolution
(IR) which we can date as having commenced with James
Watt’s development of the steam engine in 1769 and
which extended well through the 19th century. Among
other impacts, it established the basis for our current
technology economy.
For example, in the brief half century from
1815 through the end of our Civil War the following
developments occurred:
Canned Food – France c. 1810
Gas Lamp – England 1815
Stethoscope – France 1819
Portland Cement – England 1824
Friction Match – England 1827
Sewing Machine – France 1829
Electromagnetic Induction – England 1831

Land was the first source of man’s wealth
enabling him to engage in agriculture, forestry, wine
growing, game hunting, water management and the
raising of livestock. In Europe, over hundreds of
years, great estates were formed by birth, marriage
and conquest. These holdings acted as mostly cashless
economic engines providing security, employment,
housing and food for their many workers; and some
measure of purchasing power that was critical to the
success of small businesses in the adjoining villages.
The land standard for wealth/power continued
without serious challenge until the arrival of the great
age of maritime exploration in the fifteenth century
which greatly extended the range and value of then
known world trade. In addition to exploration’s lure of
treasure, ships could transport and exchange cargoes,
moving day and night without having to face the dangers
of difficult terrain.
The sea had its own perils, but transocean trade
and travel was an enormous step in shrinking the world
and expanding contact within it. It also provided the
opportunity for people to settle and own property in
foreign lands which was extended to a national scale in
the practice of colonialism in the 17th, 18th and 19th
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Mechanical Reaper – USA 1834
Compressed Air Refrigerator – USA 1844
Telegraph - USA 1844
Vulcanized Rubber – USA 1844
Elevator – USA 1853
Bessemer Steel Process – England 1856
Oil Drilling – USA 1859
Electric Cell Battery – France 1859		
Pasteurization – France 1860
Gatling Gun – USA 1865
This selection is a random,
dartboard type, but favors England,
France and the US and calls attention to
the absence of countries such as Germany,
Sweden, the Netherlands and Italy, all
of which had at least one outstanding
university and credible educational
standards.
But most of Europe prior to the
IR lacked the commitment to elected
government that evolved in England
and France and the freedom of thought
and politics that accompanied the
Enlightenment. Indeed, national identities
had yet to be carved out of the many small,
independent principalities that had grown
and prospered under Europe’s monarchies.
Viewing this list, only four items
(the gas lamp, telegraph, gatling gun
and friction match) have been overtaken
and bypassed by commercial history. The
rest are still in wide use and have become
basic scientific supports of economies
throughout the world.
History is littered with the failure
of frivolous inventions whose purpose
was not seen as on the grand scale
even by their inventors. Here, we note
the stethoscope which was designed to
preserve feminine modesty by enabling an
examining physician to listen to a patient’s
heart beat without making physical contact
with her chest. Regardless of its original
purpose, however, the stethoscope has
been in constant and popular use for
almost two hundred years and is still the
instrument of choice for most doctors
throughout the world today.
And, while originally intended to
preserve female privacy, given what we
now know about microbial transmission
and infection, especially in hospitals, it is
quite likely that the stethoscope’s use has
saved millions of lives
*

*

*
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Not all ages or periods are equally
focused, but certainly the 1815-65 one
was unusual, especially considering the
base from which it started. Technology
is a prolific parent. Its offspring are
everywhere exhibiting varying degrees of
success or failure, but we are not given
the means to predict with any assurance
when, where or how the next success will
be achieved. We only know that technology
can change the nations, cultures and
societies that inhabit our earth.
Let’s look at a moment in history
which powered the IR.
James Watt’s
functioning steam engine was followed
only a few decades later in 1831 by Michael
Faraday’s description of the nature and use
of electromagnetic induction. These two
completely independent achievements by a
Scot and an Englishman gave the world the
means to power the IR by the steam engine
and the electric motor. They performed a
vast number of functions, small and large,
which dramatically increased the rate and
variety of production and the speed of
delivery of manufactured goods.
They turned lathes and drills,
powered looms and transformed travel
across land and sea. They provided the
means for designing and building new
machines for construction and production
purposes. They hummed and whistled and
occasionally broke down or exploded, but
they were essential enablers of the IR.
But the IR, as pervasive and
prolific as it was, was not a selfsustaining phenomenon. To assure its
continuing success and growth it needed
a constant supply of fuel. That fuel was
the same throughout the world. It was the
other side of the production coin. It was
population.
The IR brought about a revolution
in the production and marketing of
goods. It was nothing short of a miracle
for its time and place, but to achieve its
full potential it required a purchasing
population whose growth could match its
technical progress. Without this parallel
growth in demand, its machinery would
have slowed and become silent, its plants
would have closed and its workers would
have been idled.
“... and our civilization would
have turned elsewhere on its
path towards destiny.”

days of the IR places ever larger demands upon the
resources it requires to sustain itself. This is the
crux of the problem that faces much of our economic,
political and military/foreign policy thought in our
twenty-first century.
With regard to the latter, it is especially
complicated by the proliferation of nuclear weaponry
to eight cooperating nations and two more (North Korea
and Iran) pressing their own development outside of
any involvement with international control entities
such as the UN or the International Atomic Energy
Agency.

A stagnant population base could not have
supported the IR or its capabilities. It would have
become an anomalous moment in history that failed its
expectations, and our civilization would have turned
elsewhere on its path towards destiny.

*

*

*

Somewhere around the beginning of the
nineteenth century our world’s human population
is estimated to have reached the one billion level1
— a symbolically and physically momentous event
which took several million years to accomplish. This
population was spread over the entire world most of
which in 1800 was either unexplored or inhabited by
primitive native cultures. For our purposes 1800 marks
both the birth of the IR and the one billion population
base from which it rapidly expanded.
By 1927 world population had doubled to two
billion. This 127 year period was one of unequalled
industrial growth which included such major
developments as the airplane, automobile, telephone,
telegraph, electric light, photography, steel, etc. It
ended with Lindbergh’s solo flight across the Atlantic
after which much of our technological attention was
directed less towards basic industries and more
toward the newer fields of flight, radio, electronics,
computers and outer space. Charles Lindbergh, it can
be said, put the Wright brothers’ airplane to its first
great test and cut our ties to earth. From that moment
on mankind could dream and imagine things that had not
been possible before.
The third billion of population was added in
only thirty-three years with subsequent increases
occurring roughly every 10 to 15 years. This past
October the earth’s population reached seven billion
with indications that it would extend to nine billion by
half century and ten billion soon thereafter.
This kind of continuing, high growth is made
possible by wealth, by health, by the availability of
land and other natural resources and, of course, man’s
political and economic commitment to the concept of
growth as our civilization’s great provider.
Growth, especially population growth, has
become the necessary ingredient, the key, for man to
engage in and realize the same fantasies that made
possible the great age of marine exploration in the
15th and 16th centuries, the 19th century’s age of
colonialism, our horse and wagon expansion from the
Atlantic to the Pacific coast and our subsequent push
into space.
In economic terms the IR’s technology, and the
population that fueled it, combined in such a way as to
create an “irresistible force”. This economic model
that we have built and employed from the earliest

*

*

*

WOLFMAN MEETS GODZILLA
Back in the 1930’s movies became one of the
most popular and successful ways to relieve the pain
of the Great Depression (GD). For those who could
afford the price of admission, Hollywood’s best
talent, scripts and photography were on display at
their many neighborhood theatres. The industry was a
highly profitable one and there was fierce competition
between powerful groups in both its production and
distribution arms.
Originally, movie houses showed a program of
several short films, but following WWI films became
longer and by the ’30s the average running time of a
feature film was about ninety minutes. To expand their
product, and thereby attract more customers, film
producers and theatre owners embraced the concept
of “the double feature” which combined a low cost “B”
film with their primary product.
This was a marketing “win” for all concerned.
The studios could gain extra revenues from the sale
of the “B” film. The theatre owners and distributors
(and often they were the same) gained more product to
attract audiences and could sell more candy, nuts, etc
to viewers. And the public had the advantage of viewing
two films for the price of one and being able to spend
an extra hour plus in the theatres’ safety and darkness
before returning outside to the harsh reality of GD
America.
The American “horror” movie derives from the
GD’s double feature “B” films. They lacked top level
stars, but often included exceptionally good music in
their sound tracks. Special effects were primitive by
any standards and costumes were just as basic. The
acting was generally flat and the scripts predictable.
For the “horror” film, the evil monster appeared and
moved in ways that seem laughably primitive by today’s
technology.
Following WWII the double feature exited the
film industry and “horror” films were upgraded so
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that they could be offered at less than “A” film prices
to the millions of movie goers of all ages freed from
wartime austerity and restrictions.
Wolfman Meets Godzilla (WMG) was such a film.
It boasted a new realism in its special effects derived
from wartime technology. Its advertising campaign was
built around the image of these two fantastic creatures
facing off before combat with lips curled and fangs
showing.
In the background, backlit by a red glow was a
city skyline in small scale. This rendering in reduced
size could be interpreted to mean that the city was a
great distance away or that the two monsters were of
gargantuan size. Given the Hollywood mentality, the
latter is more likely.
Today, about fifty years later, the details of the
film’s plot and characters are no longer remembered,
but the identifying image of its advertising in
newspapers, magazines, posters and billboards
endures. In it we are presented with two equally
horrifying and threatening forces about to engage in
combat in which one or both may be destroyed. It is no
less than a restatement of the classic moment “when an
irresistible force meets an immovable object”.

*

*

with the same natural and fierce antagonism as did
Wolf Man and Godzilla.
The IR (and the Age of the Enlightenment
which preceded and technologically enabled it) reveal
three intertwined processes at work. More people
enjoying new political and scientific methods called
for the consumption of more resources which could be
provided by exploring and appropriating “available”
land in either undeveloped areas or those inhabited
by primitive indigenous populations. This is important
because this “availability” of land for many years
obscured the true impact of population growth.
The second process is that more technology
requires more resources to fuel it. When wood was the
primary fuel for heating, trees were its only source.
The spread of technology offered by the IR produced
coal, oil, gas and steam systems all of which needed
their own tools and sources. This type of proliferation
has been notably evident in the plastics industry which
grew from petroleum chemistry and has spawned its
own family of new products, materials and techniques.
And the third process is that the growing
consumption of fuel required to feed increased
population will escalate society’s demands upon finite
resources.
These resources will be called upon to feed not
only the mouths and machines of the moment, but also
the new populations and successive technologies that
our commitment to competition dictates.
The element of competition is always present
in human affairs, although it has periods and places
of different emphasis. For our time and place, it is
probably at its highest level. Commercially, politically,
historically, militarily, religiously it seems at full
throttle without letup, while the resources upon which
it depends are inevitably diminished.
In war or peace, people and their machines
demand fuel — oil, coal, food, water, gas, electricity,
steam. These demands do not rest. They are endless
and are steadily increased by numbers of people —
what they need and then what they buy beyond their
need.
In the past, these forces have ebbed and flowed
and may have been tweaked or steered by government
action. Their roots, however, are in human behavior
and, if they are to be contained, it will have to be by
human efforts.

*

Our world is now in such a moment. The
contestants are not as clearly and publicly defined
as Wolfman and Godzilla, but the forces at work far
surpass anything that Hollywood could offer.
We refer to the “irresistible force” of
relentless geometric population growth now being
applied to the “immovable object” of our planet’s finite
natural resources. We are still in the early stages of
the strain imposed by this process, but complacency is
not an option, as time is not working on our behalf.
First, we must clearly identify the nature of
the threat we face. It is not a war, it is not a conflict
of political or religious ideologies; it is not racial
or ethnic in its origin; it does not engage or seek to
impose the social or economic tenets of Communism,
Fascism or democracy; it is global; it does not derive
from historical antecedents such as territorial
acquisition or colonialism; it occurs in full view of the
world’s governments, but receives little attention; it
has become, and will become even more, statistically
significant, but few people are informed about it;
and its ability to alter our existence on planet Earth
increases exponentially.
Reduced to simpler terms, we deal with two
major, basic forces — our rapidly expanding global
population and the equally rapid exhaustion of our
world’s finite natural resources required to feed, fuel
and encourage it. These two forces face each other

*

*

*

STRUCTURAL INTERDEPENDENCE
Our world consists of elements, species,
patterns, materials and forces that are joined by the
laws of physics and chemistry. They reveal themselves
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Different end uses require different methods and
equipment, but all are ecologically invasive and
destructive.
As construction proceeds, the site
becomes host to more people and their waste and, of
course, more construction for their housing.
In the final stage of operation, the oil wells
and the mines yield their black or yellow gold, the
road carries its share of polluting traffic and the
manufacturing plant hums smoothly and turns out
its assigned number of units to be transported and
profitably sold elsewhere.
This last stage increases the creation and
disposal of waste immensely. Most of it is discarded
nearby either on the now denuded land, in retaining
pits or in the water bodies mentioned above.
The result is not pretty. Both surface and
deep shaft mining destroy the landscape. Small scale
surface gold mining is especially destructive as it
takes place in streams which are, therefore, directly
polluted. View these jungle sites in operation for any
length of time and they will remind you of a moonscape.
But, you may say, time passes and the landscape
can be restored and improved with neat and healthy
planting. True, but this step is often neglected and is
only a topical solution. The continuing waste disposal
of the operating units will be directed to the local
watershed from which the natural drainage pattern
moves it to other streams and rivers.
There is no more efficient transportation
system in the world than that of water directed by
gravity. Unfortunately, the industrial waste and
pollutants from our rain forest site can enjoy a free
ride through the Amazonian tributary system all the
way to the sea. Along the way they will poison species
both known and unknown which through the food chain
mechanism will in time do the same.
Man is like any other animal except that his
development and technology has freed him from a fixed
place in the food chain. He does not depend upon one
species for nourishment, but can choose from land or
sea at will. And yet, in today’s grand food chain the
effects of unchecked population and its wastes have
so increased pollution that species contamination is
widespread.
Man can no longer pick his menu without the
risk that what he chooses may be contaminated with
mercury, lead or other chemicals capable of causing
illness or death. In this regard he is again back to
being equal with his fellow animals, although he alone
can run pollution tests and read their results.

to us in ways that range from elegant beauty to brutish
cruelty.
Over the period of mankind’s development we
have been given ever more revealing glimpses of the
way these structural parts are interconnected and
how they work, although even our current knowledge
is far from complete. We are isolated and limited to
our own world, and have no way to judge the extent of
knowledge that might exist elsewhere.
But perhaps that’s just as well, as we have
ignored many of the examples and lessons of structural
interdependence that are readily available to us on our
own planet.
Of these, the innumerable forms of life that we
have classified as species offer the most telling example.
And, as our study of natural science is able to reach
and penetrate the most remote areas with instruments
capable of observing, measuring and recording their
life forms, the message of interdependence becomes
clearer.
We do not know how many species inhabit our
planet. We are aware that some die off and we assume
that new ones appear, but we are not present to witness
their birth which, whether by mutation or evolution,
remains a mostly private process.
Within the orders of life on our planet there
occur differences of size, motion, strength, aggression
and preservation skills that determine the food chain
— i.e., basically who preys on whom. Food chains tend
to be consistent over time, but can vary by location
depending which species are present.
Wherever they are found, however, they are
models of the interdependence of life, as the demise
of one will inevitably rearrange both its particular
chain and others connected by the web of predators
and victims.
This process, whether marine or terrestrial,
has taken place since the beginnings of life on earth. Its
web of connections and circumstances is so intricate as
to defy our full understanding. Over the millennia it
has been fluid, adaptive and instinctive. And over time
it has been able to restore balance when it has been
lost as the result of catastrophic events.
Human interference is of a different kind, as
the original impact is usually not followed by a period
of natural restoration. The activities in Brazil’s
vast rain forest serve as an example of how human
“development” can serve a death sentence upon the
ecology of areas in which it takes place.
The first stage usually involves the bulldozing
of existing forest growth, which is often burned,
and then the site’s development for mining, road
construction or industrial/residential use. All these
activities leave waste, much of which finds its way into
the drainage pattern of nearby ponds, rivers or lakes.
The next step is the actual drilling (oil), mining
(gold or other minerals), or industrial construction.

*

*

*

There is another form of structural
interdependence upon which our geometric population
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growth will have an impact with difficult consequences
for our accustomed way of life.
Inevitably, as the rate of consumption of our
natural resources continues to climb, their prices will
rise. This is the time-proven result of the pressure of
increased demand applied against a fixed or declining
supply.
If we use as an example a commodity such as
copper, we can first anticipate recurring increases
in its world prices and then shortages, or wide
scarcity, as supplies are no longer affordable or are
exhausted. Demand may diminish if other materials or
technologies can be put to the same uses as copper, but
such transformations are neither quick nor easy. In
any event, the copper market will undergo a period of
prolonged and volatile imbalance.
The final stage of this process occurs when
the commodity’s scarcity intensifies and commercial
supplies are no longer available. At every level
of price/supply change the element of structural
interdependence is felt. Copper, for instance, is
not only used in its pure form, but exists as a key
component in numerous alloys. Other commodities,
notably petroleum, by specific treatment extend their
usefulness to a wide variety of products and purposes.
It has been seventy years since the American
economy has experienced a severe shortage or absence
of products to which it was accustomed. Then, in the
early days of WWII, production restrictions were
established for rubber, metals, gasoline, sugar, etc.
Tires, for instance, except for essential use disappeared
from the consumer market almost immediately and were
followed by a host of industrial and consumer products
that used rubber in other products or ways.
As it did then, the force of the escalating
confrontation between demand and supply will cause
tremors and dislocations that will be felt throughout
the industrial and consumer sectors of our economy.

us and we are part of it. This is one reason why there
is little likelihood of any political recognition or
support.
Politicians are creatures of exclusion. They
start with their own self-interest expressed in
their election and re-election and exclude all other
interests. Gradually, they include their constituents
and then their party, but that is about the extent of
their reach. Money is a constant in all stages of their
development and serves as the necessary lubricant to
gain access and focus their attention. Everything else
is excluded.
Besides its size, the population/resource issue
has another characteristic that renders it a difficult
public issue to solve. It is both quiet and constant. If
a new interstate highway is routed close to a house, its
inhabitants will initially be disturbed by its noise, but
then will become accustomed to it to the point where
they accept it by either tuning it out or ignoring it.
This is exactly the same behavior that
politicians and governments have employed regarding
the population/resource confrontation. It’s too big.
It’s everywhere. It’s human nature. There’s plenty for
everybody. It’s God’s will. There’s nothing we can
do. It’s too expensive. There are other more urgent
issues that need attention. It’s a private matter. It’s
a hoax. Countries x, y and z have declining population.
These are all very common forms of denial, and there
are many more. Politicians and governments are highly
skilled in the art of evasion.

SCALE OF POLITICAL TRUTH

SCALE
Scale is the great modifier of life and art. It can
be used to make things look either smaller or larger
than they are, or “just right”. The latter, however, is
more a part of Goldilocks’ world than ours. The artist
who designed the WMG poster certainly intended to
emphasize the size of the two monsters, and has done
so by his/her use of spacing and perspective. These are
techniques which affect our vision and how our minds
receive and interpret images.
In the developing confrontation between our
planet’s population and its resources, scale and its
ability to adjust our vision are not available to us.
Its scale is so vast that we can determine neither its
boundaries nor its shape.
It has not edges, nor a front and back; it engulfs
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In addition to the most common forms of
avoidance, there are five very significant factors
that operate against any global, cooperative political
effort. Private groups dedicated to population control,
and their counterparts within the UN, function in some
areas, but top level multi-governmental activities
directed to the population/resource relationship do
not exist.
The five most important political and
psychological barriers to effective global discussion
and action are:
1) Genuine 24/7 cooperation between governments
is difficult to achieve. Awareness of the reality
and consequences of the population/resource
issue must start with the governments of the five
permanent UN Security Council members (US,
France, England, Russia, China) and Germany and
Japan.
			 Once reality and cooperation are established,
they will attract the support of the third and
developing world nations where so much of the
world’s population and resources are located.

			Initial and subsequent efforts should
emphasize the problem is one of population and
resources — the relationship of each to the
other — and not just some modern replay of the
old colonialism, as the latter is sure to surface
within the time it takes to place a call from
Nairobi to Calcutta.
2) Religion: Our world is home to many different
religions which, in their best moments, find
it difficult to overcome their differences.
The matter of population is one that appears
frequently in holy scripts and arouses strong
reactions.
			 Religious leaders like to spend seemingly
endless hours discussing how to bring their
faiths and practices into closer alignment, but
actually eliminating major differences seems to
escape them.
			 We cannot pinpoint the population/resource
timetable of events. We can point out that it is
accelerating, but the place or time of its first
major shock is not known to us. And, no matter
how many assemblies, convocations, retreats or
conventions are planned or held, it is unlikely
that they will be able to bring about the kind
of urgent thought and action necessary to
effectively deal with this problem.
			 In the sacred texts of Islam, Judaism and
Christianity population is a topic of shared and
high importance with the power to enflame any
discussion.
3) Results of Efforts: Any realistic attempt to deal
with the population/resource problem would
require a variety of actions by governments, the
private sector and the public. Given the nature
of the subject and the intervention that would
be necessary, actual progress would be slow in
coming and difficult to identify unless a tipping
point was reached. Such an event would change
everything, but without it instant results that
could be promptly and regularly reported would
not be available.
			Large, combined efforts by multiple
institutions or nations will most surely decline
into listless discussion groups without having
information as to results achieved by prior
commitments.
			 Bureaucracy at the international level moves
at a slow pace under the best of circumstances.
Without feedback, it would probably come to a
halt.
4) Nature of Consequences: Just as the reporting
of results tends to be slow, the consequences,
unless intensified by a tipping point, are spread
over wide areas and have so far been weak and
gradual. They will become stronger and more
frequent, but perhaps not enough to ignite public

opinion and raise it to a level of real concern.
5) Political Attention Span:
With or without
viewable progress the political attention span
is brief. It must survive the distraction or
competition of fast-breaking events which must
be faced and acted upon.
			 Governments, especially, act like overburdened
hospitals. There is always a new supply of
patients (problems) clamoring for attention.
As not all can be treated, others will receive
less care and will weaken, die and be removed.
Political focus is generally more needed than it
is available; and there is an inverse ratio at work
that argues that the greater the challenge, the
less the focus.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
The difficulties described above are real and
limit our choices of action and strategy. Legislation
is always an effective option in governmental matters
because its specific language fixes responsibilities,
costs, goals, penalties, etc., but it seems to offer little
chance of success at this point.
The legislative track is a long and slow one,
and the prospect of even collecting sponsors for
a bill in our Congress is a remote one, as we face an
inflammatory topic that would be opposed by our media,
private and religious sectors.
Other countries may legislate or view the
problem differently; but the process would still call
for a long and specific commitment to fund projects,
personnel and goals.
Here or elsewhere, attempting to secure public
support and then to channel it through the legislative
process would be doomed to failure. The UN, riven as
it is by economic, ethnic and religious divisions, would
also be a dead end.
There
are
NGOs
(non-governmental
organizations) that have been successful in some
areas in meeting educational, health and food needs.
These owe their success to the efforts of well-meaning
sponsors and workers, but are niche operations and
without the reach to undertake a global presence.
Today negatives dominate the population/
resource issue. Complacency is certainly one of the
most dangerous and widespread. If we have no means,
or even expectation, of success, what is the role of
the concerned and willing citizen in our twenty-first
century civilization?
It must be to create and increase awareness, to
try to open minds, to broaden thinking, to encourage
discussion so that this issue can be approached with
familiarity, rather than fear.
At this time this form of conditioning is
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absolutely vital. It can change the scale of the
problem so that the gap between its challenges and our
responses is reduced, as the poster artist can change
our perception by the use of scale.

force with the power to alter life as we now know it
for all species (marine, terrestrial and avian) on our
planet.
However, if we take the critical step of
awareness and engage ourselves by thought or action,
this circumstance becomes an issue and is opened up
to all the possibilities for failure or success that at
any given time operate just below the surface of our
social, political and economic systems. Unfortunately,
in early twenty-first century America those systems
bring forth decidedly more negative than positive
results.
The size and silence of the population force
will allow it to be exploited in several ways. First,
politicians the world over will be able to find hiding
places where they can deny or delay any reasonable
response.
There will occur a massive game of
international hide-and-seek of which smaller versions
will be played in individual nations. Accomplishment
will be difficult and its pace agonizingly slow.
The shape of the population force is not flat. It
is depressed in some places and elevated in others so
that a clear sight line is not always available. It sends
out shoots that dead end and others that find their way
back to the mainstream.
Such a terrain is ideal ground for the second
form of exploitation. It will become a haven for
those in the corporate and political sectors who see
a chance to increase their wealth or power, or both.
It will attract con men and crooks of every kind, size
and technique; “Forbes 500” corporations; public and
private institutions; and new national and international
bureaucracies attracted by the unmistakable scent of
fresh funding and programs.
Exploitation’s third form is that of political
ideology. Any effort to explain or to control the
population force will be appropriated for their own
ends by local and international political entities.
This is a form of ideological hitchhiking in
which the politician “rides” the issue for as long as
it is expedient. He/she may use it for argument, either
pro or con, and then abandon it. If circumstances turn
and again offer the chance for ideological opportunity,
the enterprising politico can, with a few deft phrases,
clamber back and take another “ride”.
There is no constancy and little principle
in these arguments. They are designed to convert
the energy and reach of the population force into
a political lever capable of raising the chances for
political advancement or reelection.
To the objective observer these motives are
usually easy to detect, but in the context of a global
effort involving mixed religious, racial, political,
economic, social, and ethnic elements they could be
skillfully disguised.

“...natural resources are amply provided
to us as a kind of an ordained birthright.
Nothing could be further from the truth.”
One reason this is such a difficult issue to make
understood is that, barring a natural catastrophe or
an economic dislocation, most people will think of it in
abstract terms. They have been conditioned to believe
that the planet can absorb endless population growth
and that its natural resources are amply provided to
us as a kind of an ordained birthright. Nothing could
be further from the truth.
Mankind has, since its earliest origins, had
to deal with duality in many forms — in his place in
his world and in nature; in distinguishing good from
evil and right from wrong; in defining the interest of
the self as opposed to others; in creating a society
being shaped by increasing technology and diminishing
thought; by principles of freedom being sacrificed to
the urgent practicalities of politics and the worry that
drives them; by the cult of individualism superseding
the honor of the tribe; by viewing life as a constant
expression of conflict between God and Satan over
man’s thought and actions.
This duality has attracted the attention of
writers since the times of the Egyptian and Greek
cultures, and has given rise to many legends and myths
in all parts of our world. Perhaps the most vivid of
these are the depictions of life among the deities in
their polytheistic playgrounds.
With the Enlightenment and our embrace of
expanding scientific knowledge, this duality was deemed
important enough to give it a contemporary setting.
Dracula, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, Frankenstein and the
Monster, and witchcraft/satanism all resulted from
this effort.
And, of course, Wolfman, too. They all had
personae in which good and evil alternated, and
they could transform themselves or be transformed
by external mechanisms such as blood, drugs or
electricity.
*

*

*

We have alternately referred to our present
population/resource circumstance as a force and an
issue. It is both — a silent, constant, increasing force
vast and powerful enough to overcome our social,
political and economic resources and institutions. If
we do nothing, if we do not recognize it, if we do not
admit it, if we do not consider it worthy of efforts to
engage it, it will remain what it is — an irresistible
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*

*

*

There is another factor that makes the
population/resource issue difficult to engage. In
our recent two worldwide conflicts with Fascism and
Communism we could easily symbolize and personalize
them by using images of Hitler and Stalin. Similarly, we
often referred to them in the abbreviated form of their
national capitals, Berlin and Moscow.
For public communication this is a marked
convenience, as it allows for a variety of labels, and
visual imagery can be extended from photos to cartoons
and to the added range of comment that they permit.
Think back to WWII and the almost daily stream
of cartoons that featured leaders from both sides —
Churchill, FDR, Hirohito, Hitler, Stalin, Chiang KaiShek and their staffs.
The population/resource issue will need some
pictorial symbol that can be readily identified and
understood in all cultures. This is lacking now, but
one will emerge and achieve public acceptance. It will
help immensely in creating awareness.

the loss of space between us and our fellow citizens in
the public square or in public transportation vehicles.
And, if we need confirmation on a larger scale, we can
go online or to the library and obtain statistics on our
population density or the availability of open land —
now and then.
Or, perhaps we need go no further than the
growth of our population which has approximately
doubled in the last half century. These population and
demographic changes are enormous in their number and
impact. And they are just as much the stuff of change
and history in our lives as technology or wealth or
religion.
The population clock, like the water clock, ticks
faster in some places then others. In Africa and India
it runs faster than in Canada or Russia, but even the
latter must keep their eyes on the world rate of both
population growth and resource depletion.
Following WWII a body of political thought
expressed itself in the phrase “One World” and gained
enough support and strength to play a key role in
launching the UN. It’s easy to assume now, because it
has been with us as long as it has, that the UN had no
opposition at the time of its founding. That’s not true;
there was opposition, but it could not gain traction in
light of the much broader public approval.
“One World” as a political policy here and
elsewhere was moved to the back of the room by the
Cold War and the many other wars and near wars of
the last two generations. But “one world” thinking
in regards to the population/resource confrontation is
already, and will continue to be, an absolute necessity.
THE TEMPERATURE CLOCK: Our information
about the world’s temperatures comes to us as local
measurements which are then combined to create
national, regional or global statistics. For most
purposes it is not important to know the 10:00AM
reading in Melbourne or the 4:00PM in Stockholm, but
we manage to become aware of prolonged extremes
of heat or cold, drought or flooding. Or do we? Not
really aware enough to alert us, to make us think; but
just occasionally enough for polite conversation.
Let’s suppose we attend a business lunch meeting
of about one hundred people in a medium size dining
room with ten tables each seating 10 people. Cocktails
are served followed by 3 courses and coffee. There is
no air-conditioning and the temperature when the first
guest arrived is a comfortable 75º, about the same as
the outside temperature. Speeches take a bit longer
than usual and it is 3 hours later when the meeting
is adjourned, the doors opened and the guests leave.
What is the room temperature at that time? If we knew
the dimensions of the room, the menu served, portion
sizes, and the age/weight/height/metabolic rates of the
guests, we could compute the answer.
And although we don’t know what the
temperature would be, we do know that it would be

THE CLOCKS
Not all clocks run at the same rate. For instance,
at the recent December conference on global climate
in Durban, S.A. participants agreed to attempt to put
in place by 2020 commitments between 190 nations to
cooperate to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. But —
2020 means different things for different people:
THE WATER CLOCK: Inhabitants of the low lying
Pacific atoll islands already partially inundated find
such a timetable useless, as indicated by the comment
of Fiji’s environmental minister:
“We have cyclones now at any time of the year.
We have flash floods in the coastal areas.
Water is being salinated. Food security is going
to be a problem. We are desperately looking
at how we will deal with the situation.”2
The nine year timetable agreed to by the Durban
conference is a death sentence for Pacific islanders.
Back slapping in Africa is back stabbing on the atolls,
some of which have already experienced flooding
serious enough to cause them to begin the relocation
of their people and property.
THE POPULATION CLOCK: There are many who
view our global population growth as a natural and
benign process because it has always been that way.
But in fact it hasn’t. We have merely failed in our
duty to take note of our surroundings, and of what has
happened to them and to us.
There are any number of ways to do this. We can
compare a 50 year old map with a current one. We can
drive on roads or walk our streets and compare what we
see now with what we saw then. We can palpably sense
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resource issue.
The chart below from Richard
Heinberg’s Museletter is clear evidence of how this
relationship operates in tandem.3

more than at the beginning and that at some point some
of the guests would have noticed and commented on it,
and probably would have asked what was the matter
with the air conditioning.
Enlarge the scale of this example to global size
and conditions and we have an apt illustration of our
world temperature clock at work and the response. A
few people will take note of the process of change and
will write or speak their concern, but for the most
part, the speeches go on and it’s business as usual.
The temperature clock is real and reports
regularly and accurately on our planet’s temperatures.
And yet we are only beginning to accept its information
and to activate a response. And even now, as we face
record high temperatures around the world, there are
voices that instruct us to pay no heed, to keep doing
what we’ve done in the past so that profits won’t be
disrupted, revenues reduced and costs or regulations
increased.
THE ECONOMIC CLOCK: This is a complicated and
tricky mechanism which, because it is powered by our
policies and actions, runs forwards and backwards in
fits and starts. In its defense, it cites the higher law of
supply and demand and applies it with equal deference
to our planet’s natural resources, an odd-lot stock
transaction and everything in between.
The use of the term “population/resource”
issue, or problem, is intended to convey global scale
and significance, but lacks the specificity that helps
us relate it to our daily lives. For example, let’s use
the food/petroleum connection which we have written
about before, most recently in our previous issue, #33,
of last October.
Food has provided sustenance for the human
race and other life forms since their appearance on
Earth, and it provided mankind with the human energy
needed to pursue our development and destiny.
It guided the movements of pre-historic
nomadic tribes in Africa and elsewhere, and was
equally available to all who were willing to search,
and sometimes fight, for it.
With the change from nomadic life to the ways of
settled agriculture and commercial living and steadily
increasing population, food became a key element in
the economic web that began to tie people, services and
products together.
In the most primitive communities, even before
money appeared, when barter was the dominant means
of exchange, the law of supply and demand, as yet
unnamed, was at work.
Fast forward to the present when supply/demand
is everywhere, at all times. It is truly ubiquitous, as
is our need for food and our time’s most widely used
source of energy — petroleum. These two forms of
energy are so closely tied to each other that they not
only dominate our economic markets and activities,
they also serve as an icon for the larger population/

Food Prices and oil prices, 2001 - 2010

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, UN Food and Agriculture Organization

Food is grown everywhere —
 in flat, easy to
reach Iowa fields, on mountainsides and in lakes and
oceans. And all this food must be transported to the
densely populated cities where most of the world’s
population lives. Whether transported by truck, rail,
air or ship, this transfer requires the use of an immense
amount of petroleum.
Agriculture requires additional uses of
petroleum in fertilizers and pesticides and diesel,
gas and gasoline to run its farm vehicles, equipment
and machinery. Agriculture is a petroleum intensive
industry.
Rising population carries with it an increased
demand for food which exerts an upward pressure on
prices. At the same time, food production is declining
because of H2O table deterioration, soil exhaustion and
the loss of arable land caused by rising population’s
need for homes, schools, highways, office buildings
and their satellite services.
On the supply side, petroleum, too, is now
facing difficulties that have roiled its market. As new
discoveries become more difficult to find and more
expensive to bring into production, oil’s price will
continue to rise.
If we believe in the law of supply and demand,
on which most of our global commerce is based, and
the closely parallel relationship that has developed
between food and oil, then there are difficult times
ahead for the world’s consumers. Heinberg states:
“No food system tied to the earth’s finite soil and
water resources can support an ever-expanding
and ever more resource demanding
population,”4
There are clear echoes here of what Thomas
Malthus wrote two centuries ago. That was a time of
relatively low world population, but high growth in
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parts of Malthus’ England.
Malthus’ theory has been spared its ultimate
conclusion by shifts in the social, economic and
technological circumstances of our global economy,
leading many people to erroneously fault the theory
rather than the circumstances that have interrupted it.
Forces of change are gathering again, and they
are far more important than the argument of whether
Thomas Malthus was right two centuries ago. They
will determine how we will respond to the drama of
world markets as they, and we, observe the population/
resource confrontation.
The world conference on climate change held
in Durban, S.A. was, like its predecessors in Rio de
Janeiro and Kyoto, unable to achieve a breakthrough
world agreement as to what must be done and who
will do it to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. These
meetings provide a chance for valuable discussion and
well-organized presentations of scientific opinion,
but they cannot escape the major dilemma posed by the
world’s two largest economies’ and polluters’ lack
of interest. As before, at Durban their immediate,
domestic economic considerations triumphed over long
term concerns about the effect of climate change on
our civilization.
*

*

the possibility of public benefit. There will be contracts,
research projects, treaties, technological evaluations,
consultancies, non-government organizations (NGOs),
joint ventures, the correlation of global/regional/
national planning efforts and the creation of a large
number of financial entities whose only function is to
receive and/or disburse funds, legal or illegal, that
can move with electronic speed from one repository to
another, often without leaving a trail.
“ . . .the corruption that results . . .
is alive and well, and historically
sanctioned, in many parts of the world.”
Because the population/resource issue is a
global one, those who wish to dishonestly profit from
it will be able to take cover in the hiding places that
abound in the agencies, bureaus and departments of
foreign governments many of which have no requirement
of accountability. Not only is there no accountability,
but many government areas are operated as personal
fiefdoms with no separation of private and public
interests. While the corruption that results is
unacceptable to our western perception, it is alive and
well, and historically sanctioned, in many parts of the
world.
Change brings opportunity, but also instability.
The postwar demise of European colonialism in Africa
was supposed to bring a new age of peace and selfdeterminism as one nation after another slipped their
ties to Europe. Instead, the proxy wars fought by
Russia and the US as part of the “Cold War” resulted
in governments that were mostly armed camps propped
up by US/Russian arms and money.
Today Nigeria is home to a “cottage industry”
of financial fraud that targets unsuspecting dupes
around the world with a small, but reliable, number of
scams, “cons”, schemes, etc. They are made possible by
computer technology which enables the scam artist to
contact his prey without ever meeting and to obtain the
personal financial information necessary to extract
and receive payment. Human nature being what it is,
there is no shortage of gulls.
And, lastly, given the need for global
cooperation in dealing with the population/resource
problem, it is inevitable that Wall Street will come
up with new instruments and products related to it.
Caveat emptor.

*

Earlier we said that the economic clock was
powered by our policies and actions. Nowhere is human
nature more thoroughly revealed in all its ways, forms
and motives than in economic activity — the good, the
bad, the ugly, the generous, the caring, the hurtful and
the hopeful. They’re all there on 24 hour call; every
day and everywhere.
We also pointed out the dangers in our
government’s present attitude to not take action on the
population/resource issue. We’d like to think that, with
regard to an issue as important as this, our and other
governments might rise to the occasion and actually
attempt to legislate, to see the larger national (and
international) interest and to govern.
Any practical political process would be
hindered not only by political argument as to fact and
theory, but also by the kidnapping of the subject and
holding it ransom for political advantage — a bridge
or highway here, a redistricting vote somewhere else,
a federal office or contract, a tax break, a diplomatic
post, whatever. They’re constantly in play, if not in
sight; and that’s the way it is.
Imagine, then, if you can, the variety of
opportunity for self-dealing that will be offered to
our economic community — banks, brokerage firms,
hedge funds, venture capital partnerships as well as
any enterprising member of the corporate sector.
We are dealing with a long term time frame,
international background and argument flavored with

BACK TO THE BEGINNING
We must keep the titanic image of Wolfman and
Godzilla in mind. The confrontation between the forces
of geometric population growth and our planet’s
finite and diminishing natural resources will produce
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economic and social dislocation on a scale that we have
not experienced before.
Our world’s political “leaders” will not be
able to respond effectively to this threat either over a
long or short time period. They simply lack the vision,
the freedom and the courage required to speak out and
to insist on being heard.
The global media’s technological network is
a communications marvel. It could serve a proactive
purpose in attempting to inform the public on this issue
and the threat that we face from it. But our media will
not do this because taking such a role would disturb
its cozy relationship with its corporate and political
sponsors.
The kind of resistance to reality offered
by governments, media and an uninformed public
constitutes another form of “irrestible force”. It is
strong and determined.
Because of this, any frontal assault upon it by
the relatively small number of people aware of these
numbers and their significance is bound to fail. They
cannot at this time bring about debate or legislation
or cooperation. The best they can achieve is to develop
awareness of the Wolfman/Godzilla moment in which we
live.
Awareness does not require an argument with
a judgment as to right or wrong. It does not require
organizing group or individual remedial action; nor the
holding of political hostages. It is an inner mechanism.
It only requires being knowledgeable, being willing to
introduce and discuss, to open eyes and minds without
having to take captives. And that is the purpose of this
chapter.

and strong population, a whole continent for its
laboratory, a benign and temperate climate and a land
of unlimited natural resources suitable for mining,
agriculture, raising livestock, river commerce and
more.
Its second advantage was the symbiotic
relationship in time, energy and thought between our
economic and political systems that first appeared in
the Declaration of Independence and has continued
ever since.

*

*

*

In the early nineteenth century, before gas or
electricity, whale oil was the most widely used form of
household illumination, and most of the young nation’s
sperm whale oil was provided by ships that voyaged
out of a handful of eastern seaboard towns — Sag
Harbor, Mystic, New Bedford, Newport, Edgartown and
Nantucket.
The whaling ship, itself, was a laboratory for
capitalist enterprise. It was owned by one or more
people who divided the owner’s share of profits among
themselves and any friends or investors they might
have included. The remaining shares were allocated by
strictly observed custom to crew members from cabin
boy to captain. Local banks sometimes participated in
the funding of whaling voyages via personal and/or
commercial relations with owners.
The industry provided opportunity for crew
advancement whereby over time a cabin boy or new
seaman could rise to become a captain and then part of
an owner’s group.
There were three predictable results for
every whaling voyage. On the plus side, the ship could
make substantial profits by returning with its holds
full. On the negative side it could return, for one
reason or another, with a meager catch insufficient
to compensate either owners or crews for their many
months of effort; or it might be lost at sea with the
result that owners would lose their capital and the
crew their lives unless they were fortunate enough
to be rescued. In any event, there was no gain and no
return. The whaling ship was an unusually accurate
and clear model of capitalism in microcosm.
In addition to its purity the whaler model
possessed another distinctive feature in that its return
on investment was forever limited. Regardless of the
time and distance of its voyages, it could only bring
home as much sperm oil as its storage holds could
contain.
It could not add a production line or additional
labor, open a branch office or introduce a new product.
It was prescribed to operate within the parameters of
its storage capacity.

CAPITALISM IN A TIME OF SCARCITY
As introduction to this section we must repeat
our definition of economics from the previous chapter.
“In capsule form, economics is concerned with the
measurement, development, transfer and expansion
of wealth from both public and private sources, and
the effect of these activities on populations and
governments.”5
In the unusual circumstances of our nation’s
birth and growth its unique sense of political and
intellectual energy was extended to its economic
development in the form of capitalism which became
our unofficial “official” economic doctrine. From its
earliest moments it functioned smoothly in an aura
of abundance and growth. Its most serious challenge
occurred only recently in the decade of the Great
Depression that followed the stock market crash of
1929 and ended with the attack on Pearl Harbor in
1941.
Our capitalism enjoyed two extraordinary
advantages in that it had at its disposal a newly free
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they can be replenished.
Some of these resources are necessary for
human life, not just our economy. They include water,
topsoil, forests, other species, wetlands, fuels and
others. And it is evident that at some point, unless we
change the numbers, our planet’s diminishing resource
base will no longer be able to sustain its geometric
population growth.
The numbers, the critical numbers, are there
for all to see, but most Americans pass them by.
They tend not to hear or to listen; they read past or
through them. For today’s America, an urgent, planet
threatening confrontation is not viewed as reality. It
has become an abstraction.
Our economy, like all others, is an interested
observer and reflector of the population/resource
issue and the many elements which compose it. In time,
as numbers and urgency increase, its interest will
become more keen and its reflections more intense and,
probably, frequent.
In America, perhaps more than any other country
in our world, our economy is impacted by more than
just the raw arithmetic of this issue. These impacts
can be social, psychological, cultural, religious,
ethnic, etc. They come in a variety of sizes, shapes and
colors. Governments and people the world over tend
to ignore or dismiss them as beyond the range of any
valid economic focus. They could not be more wrong.
Our economy reflects two such impacts. The
first is the rampant consumerism fostered by the
private sector, promoted by our media and embraced
by Americans at every level of our economic ladder.
On the surface, it is a way of producing and selling
more goods. Less obviously, it serves to compound
population’s growth numbers. More people produce
more sales, but more people buying more per person
produce far greater results.

This limitation ran counter to America’s
strongly expansionist economic culture which has
persisted since its founding to the present. There
were, of course, interruptions in the form of wars
panics, recessions and the GD, but even the latter’s
ten years proved temporary and was quickly cured by
record wartime employment and production.
Americans have believed, and continue to
believe, because they have been conditioned to do
so by their corporate, political and media leaders,
that continuing, strong economic growth is not only
possible, but also something to which our country and
its economy are entitled. This belief, without being
articulated, has supported the theory of American
exceptionalism and has become part of the way we now
identify ourselves.
The first half of the twentieth century brought
many significant changes to the American economy. One
such moment occurred between the end of WWI and the
onset of the GD. The then new medium of commercial
radio gained public acceptance, and new techniques
in color printing of weekly magazines and their
distribution, along with our traditional newspaper
industry, laid the foundation for what we now call our
“mass media”.
This development was not one of just
informational and entertainment convenience. Rather,
it kick-started the economy by adding to it the element
of dedicated consumerism in which much of our mass
purchasing serves want more than need.
Today this shift, accelerated even more by TV
and computers, has become a cultural as well as an
economic phenomenon as we view various forms of
extreme behavior that attend store sales.
“This process will write its
own ending which will probably require
a wrenching change in our habits.”

“... it has become enshrined
as a national goal and value.”

Our rampant consumerism has brought with it
excessive debt and waste disposal issues that threaten
the environment. One cheap, plastic product after
another appears and then is discarded in our lakes,
landfills, parks, rivers and streets. Our dollars
quickly replace them. This process will write its own
ending which will probably require a wrenching change
in our habits.
*

*

The second psychological factor is the most
insidious and firmly established. It is the myth of
eternal growth that inhabits our politics, our local,
state and federal governments, our commercial and
financial community, our media and our educational
system. It is pervasive and enjoys such wide acceptance
as truth that it has become enshrined as a national
goal and value.
Logic tells us otherwise, but in twenty-first
century America logic is in short supply. We live in a
finite world. There is just so much land, water, copper,
petroleum, etc. and we cannot make more. We may tweak
around the edges a bit but we cannot order up a new
continent.
There are limits and, although we may not now
know exactly what they are, we are informed by science
and history that our rich variety of natural resources

*

Where are we now? What order can we draw
from the massive economic forces now present and
visible in our world? We know our present population
and can project its continuing rapid growth. We know
from our current natural resource needs and levels
that many are being depleted far more quickly than
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will not last forever, that excessive consumption will
lead to scarcity, dramatically higher prices and then
exhaustion.
And there is the law of limits which states that
finite spaces or resources limit the amounts that can be
withdrawn from or added to them. It is truly amazing
that we have built our modern, global economy upon a
myth that confounds both science and history, and yet
we have.

*

*

STUNNING STATISTICS
Congress has recently raised our national
debt limit by $1.2 trillion to $16.4 trillion. This
is intended to provide sufficient funds to operate
the government through the end of the year. As
these figures are so large that they tend to lose
all meaning, here’s another frame of reference.
If Congress were to halt all spending and
pay down this debt at the rate of $100 million a
day, it would take almost 450 years to eliminate
it. Or, at the rate of $1 billion per day it would
take one month less than 45 years. Neither of these
calculations include payment of interest.
An additional note of concern comes from
Citizens Against Government Waste, a public advocacy
organization founded by J. Peter Grace following
his chairmanship of the “Grace Commission”. It
reports that our debt increases at the rate of $4
billion per day.6
The wide economic discrepancy between these
two measurements has yet to be addressed by our
elected government.

*

There is some comfort in the Wolfman/Godzilla
image in that we know that the film will end, the lights
will come back on and we can file out and make our way
home without disturbing our natural peace and order.
Such is not the case for the population/resource
issue. Its numbers increase steadily, as does their
assurance that our peace and order, as we now know
them, will most likely not last another full century.
Our present population is around three hundred thirty
million. What would life be like in America with a
population of a billion?
We should be building awareness of these
processes and our part in their growth, as well as
their consequences for us and others. Awareness is
the first fateful step upon which understanding and
action may be built. Only after developing awareness
can we approach objectivity and then true knowledge.
It is very much an active ingredient and, because of the
mix of circumstance in which our civilization now finds
itself, it is “required reading”. Without it our human
condition and the planet that has sustained us will
suffer grievous harm.
The forces we have dealt with in this chapter
— growing population, diminishing resources and our
staggering debt — are immense. We cannot escape them
by business as usual. We cannot dodge them; there’s
just not enough running room. They surround us. They
are everywhere we turn. We cannot will them away,
as they simply will not obey. And we dare not ignore
them, for if we pretend, no matter how determinedly,
that they don’t exist, they will persuade us otherwise
in ways that are surely convincing and most probably
painful.
We will continue our economic discussion in
our next issue emphasizing our points of contact with
Europe, China and Japan. Until then we offer as a true
measurement of our debt condition the information
below:

ECD 1/14/12
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2
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The Population Institute, Washington, DC
Associated Press via Palm Beach Post 12/9/11
Post Carbon Institute MUSELETTER #235 of 12/11 by Richard
Heinberg
Ibid
MATTERS OF CONSCIENCE, Issue 33, 12/11
Citizens Against Goverment Waste — letter from Thomas
Schatz to membership — 11/20/11
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